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Discussion on Tenses

Etymologically tense is time, as tense is derived from the Latin word ‘tempus’ which means time.But
grammatically tense is a term that is used to indicate the time of an action or an event.

Tense is divided into three types: 1. Present 2. Past 3. Future and each tense has four forms : Indefinite,
Continuous, perfect, Perfect Continuous)

Now let us discuss Simple Present Tense and Present Continuous Tense in detail.( Only these two tenses are
included in T2 Portion)

Simple Present or Present Indefinite tense

Simple Present or Present Indefinite tense is that tense form which tells us about the action done in present
time.
Uses-

I. It is used to indicate general or universal truth.

Eg-
A) The Earth moves round the sun.
B) Water freezes at 0’ C.
2. It is used to indicate everyday action or habitual truth.

Eg-
A) I brush my teeth regularly in the morning.
B) My father reads newspaper daily.
3. It is used for fixed timetable or a fixed programme.

Eg-
A) The Rajdhani Express leaves at 8.30pm.
4. It is used for newspaper headlines.

Eg-
A) In a racist attack a German gunman kills immigrants.

5.It is used to introduce quotations.

Eg-
A) Keats says, “Thing of beauty is a joy forever.”



Form of Simple Present/Present Indefinite Tense (Declarative Sentence)
Declarative Subject Verb Object/Complement
Affirmative I/We/You/They/Plural

Noun
I
The teachers
He/She/Singular Noun/It
He
The teacher

V1 without s/es

hate
punish
V1+ s/es
hates
punishes

a liar
arrogant students.

a liar
arrogant students

Negative I/We/You/They/Plural
Noun
We
Rahul and Rohan
He/She/Singular Noun/It
She
Meher

do+not+V1

do not trust
do not disobey
does+not+V1
does not trust
does not neglect

a liar.
their teachers.

a liar.
her studies

Form of Simple Present/Present Indefinite Tense (Interrogative Sentence)

Interrogative Do/Does Subject V1 Object/complement
Affirmative Do

Does
you
he

hate
waste

Me?
his time?

Negative Do/Does not Noun as subject V1 Object/complement
Do not
Does not

the countrymen
Virat

love
play

their country?
the game sincerely?

Do/Does Pronoun as subject Not+V1 Object/ complement
Do
Does

we
she

not love
not respect

our country?
her teachers?

Note: When the interrogative sentence begins with question words like
Where/Which/What/How/When/Why ,the structure or the form is-
Where/Which/What/How/When/Why + do/does + subject + V1 + Object/Complement?

Present Continuous Tense

Present Continuous Tense- It is that verb form which expresses the continuity of an action or an event at
the very moment of speaking in the present time.
Uses-
1. For an action going on at the time of speaking
Eg-
Madhuri is cooking now.

2. For a temporary action

Eg-
Hema is learning Kuchipudi dance.
3. For a future planned action

Eg-
We are visiting Agra this week.



Form/Structure of Present Continuous/Progressive Tense (Declarative Sentence)

Declarative
Sentence

Subject am/is/are+ V-ing Object/complement

Affirmative I
We/you/they/
Plural Noun

He/She/It/Singular
Noun

am writing
are swimming

is playing

an essay(object)
in this pond(complement)

merrily.(complement)

Negative I
Eg-
I

We/You/They/
Plural Noun

He/She/It/Singular
Noun

am+ not+ V-ing

am not playing

are not running

is not playing

object/complement

video games now.

in the sun.

in the garden.

Form/Structure of Present Continuous/Progressive Tense (Interrogative Sentence)

Interrogative a/is/are subject V-ing object/complement
Affirmative
(Interrogative)

Am
Are

Is

I
we/you/they/ plural
noun

he/she/it/singular
noun

wasting
wasting

writing

my time?
time?

a complaint letter?

Negative
(Interrogative)

Am

Are
Are not/Aren’t

Is
Is not/Isn’t

I

we/you/they
Sheela and her sister

he/she
Rahul

not practising

not working?
plucking

not maintaining
paying

dance?

--
flowers in the garden?

social distancing?
attention in the class.

Instructions-Write it in your English notebook.



Completely prepared at home.


